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ABSTRACT

�e continuous �uctuation of electric network frequency (ENF)

presents a �ngerprint indicative of time, which we call natural

timestamp. �is paper studies the time accuracy of these natu-

ral timestamps obtained from powerline electromagnetic radiation

(EMR), which is mainly excited by powerline voltage oscillations

at the rate of the ENF. However, since the EMR signal is o�en

weak and noisy, extracting the ENF is challenging, especially on

resource-limited sensor platforms. We design an e�cient EMR con-

ditioning algorithm and evaluate the time accuracy of EMR natu-

ral timestamps on two representative classes of IoT platforms – a

high-end single-board computer with a customized EMR antenna

and a low-end mote with a normal conductor wire acting as EMR

antenna. Extensive measurements at �ve sites in a city, which are

away from each other for up to 24 km, show that the high-end and

low-end nodes achieve median time errors of about 50 ms and 150

ms, respectively. To demonstrate the use of the EMR natural times-

tamps, we discuss two applications, namely time recovery and run-

time clock veri�cation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the era of Internet of�ings (IoT), we have witnessed the prolif-

eration of networked sensors and smart devices embedded in civil

infrastructures. It is estimated that, by 2019, more than 100 million

wireless sensors will be installed for smart buildings [17]. Modern

industries are also embracing the vision of IoT for their production

lines [11]. For all these systems, having a common notion of time

(CNoT) among nodes is a fundamental and critical requirement.

Accurate timestamps are crucial for interpreting data and associat-

ing data from di�erent sensors; synchronized clocks enable punc-

tual and well coordinated operations among the nodes. On the

other hand, wrong timestamps and clock desynchronization may

lead to system chaos and failures. �us, resilient CNoT against

faults such as hardware faults and network outage is important

for diverse wireless sensor network (WSN) and IoT systems.

Atomic clocks, GPS, and clock synchronization and calibration

protocols represent principal means to achieve the CNoT. For mas-

sive deployments, chip-scale atomic clocks are still too expensive

(e.g., $1,500 per unit [5]). Although GPS receivers can provide

global time with µs accuracy, they generally do not work in indoor

environments. Existing clock synchronization and calibration ap-

proaches can be classi�ed broadly into two categories. �e �rst

category consists of clock synchronization protocols (e.g., NTP

[4], PTP [3], RBS [8], TPSN [12], and FTSP [21]) that exchange

network or radio messages among nodes to estimate and remove

their clock o�sets. As these approaches generally involve measur-

ing the delays in transmi�ing synchronization packets, network

outage and dynamic network conditions may degrade their perfor-

mance signi�cantly [22]. �e second category uses time broadcasts

from timekeeping radios [7] and external periodic signals (e.g., pe-

riodic data blocks in FM radios [18],Wi-Fi beacons [16], and power-

line electromagnetic radiation [23]) for clock synchronization and

calibration. To capture and/or decode the external signals, these

approaches need sophisticated hardware peripherals, which hin-

ders their adoption due to the increased node cost and complexity.

Moreover, the wireless signals used (e.g., FM/AM and Wi-Fi) may

be blocked and interfered with.

In this paper, we study natural timestamping, a low-cost and

novel approach to resilient CNoT. In general, a natural timestamp

is a �nite-length sampled signal from the environment that yields

a unique form during any given sampling time. In other words,

the signal form “encodes” when it is sampled. A prior work [25]

shows that the electric network frequency (ENF) of an alternating

current (ac) power grid contains natural timestamps that encode
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time information at sub-ms accuracy. Speci�cally, as the ENF �uc-

tuates around its nominal value (50Hz or 60Hz) [26] and the �uc-

tuation is almost identical across the whole power grid, an ENF

trace collected by a node, say A, can be matched against a longer

ENF trace collected by another node, say B. �e best matching

position indicates a reliable common time when A and B obtained

their respective ENF samples. Hence, CNoT is established between

A and B.

As a power grid pervades almost all civil infrastructures in an

urban geographic area, ENF natural timestamping is promising for

establishing reliable time for WSN and IoT in these environments.

Moreover, based on the natural timestamps, various time-critical

services and protocolswithmuch improved resilience can be devel-

oped. For instance, the ENF natural timestamps recorded by a node

during an extended network outage can be decoded a�erwards to

recover time information of any critical sensor data and system

logs. ENF natural timestamps can also be used for clock synchro-

nization, as shown in [25]. Speci�cally, by exchanging ENF natural

timestamps that are associated with A’s and B’s clocks, the o�set

between the two clocks can be identi�ed through natural times-

tamp matching [25]. Since this approach does not depend on mea-

suring packet transmission delays, it is immune to dynamic delays

due to varying network conditions.

However, prior work [25] collects ENF traces from wall power

outlets directly, which limits its applicability to nodes that are plugged

in to the power grid only. To push the state of the art, in this pa-

per, we systematically investigate the existence and time accuracy

of the natural timestamps in wireless electromagnetic radiation

(EMR) emi�ed from ac powerlines. �e basis is that, since EMR is

mainly excited by powerline ac voltage that oscillates at the same

rate as the ENF, it should also carry the ENF natural timestamps. In

addition, to foster adoption at low cost, we investigate simple EMR

reception devices that can nevertheless capture the ENF natural

timestamps e�ectively. Our results reveal that signi�cant time in-

formation is carried by wireless EMR. �is understanding extends

the applicability of the ENF natural timestamping to nodes that are

not connected directly to the grid. �ese nodes represent a major

sector of sensor and IoT deployments.

Unfortunately, compared with strong sinusoidal ac voltage sig-

nals sensed directly at wall power outlets, the EMR signal is weak

and noisy. First, as EMR has an extremely long wavelength, its sig-

nal reception at small sensors is weak. Second, although the EMR

is mainly excited by the ac voltage, it is nevertheless also a�ected

by changing electric currents in powerlines and appliances. �us,

changes in the appliances’ states and operations can create contin-

uous and signi�cant random noises and transient disturbances to

the EMR. �ird, the EMR can be similarly disturbed by other envi-

ronment factors such as human movements. �ese characteristics

pose signi�cant challenges to capturing minute ENF �uctuations

of less than 0.1Hz that constitute the natural timestamps.

In this paper, we address the above challenges by analyzing rep-

resentative IoT nodes as EMR reception devices and designing ef-

�cient EMR conditioning algorithms on resource-constrained sen-

sor platforms. �e inquiry is driven by the end performance goal of

time-accurate EMRnatural timestamps. Speci�cally, to understand

the e�ectiveness of EMR reception, we use two typical classes of

IoT nodes: i) the Raspberry Pi (RPi) single-board computer [1]

equipped with a customized EMR reception peripheral, and ii) the

MSP430-based Z1 mote [6] with a normal conductor wire acting as

EMR antenna. For both platforms, we develop a uni�ed real-time

signal processing pipeline based on an in�nite impulse response

(IIR) �lter to reliably extract the ENF trace from theweak and noisy

EMR measurements. We deploy the EMR sensors at �ve sites (a

commercial building, two homes, and two campus buildings) in a

city, which are away from each other for up to 24 km. Extensive

experiments at these �ve sites over long periods of time (up to one

month) show that the EMR natural timestamps captured by the

RPi-based node and the Z1 mote give median time errors of about

50ms and 150ms, and 95th-percentile time errors of about 250ms

and 780ms, respectively. Such CNoT accuracy is su�cient for a

wide range of WSN and IoT applications, e.g., building monitoring

and control, utility smart metering, and city-scale power grid state

estimation at the granularity of minutes [26].

To demonstrate how to use the EMR natural timestamping ap-

proach for resilient CNoT, we discuss two applications, i.e., i) recov-

ery of time information for nodes without network access and ii)

run-time veri�cation of the integrity of clocks at network nodes,

which is a practical problem in real systems facing various hard-

ware and so�ware faults [20]. Evaluation results on the clock in-

tegrity veri�cation are presented.

�e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews

the problem’s background and related work. Section 3 presents

key hardware and algorithm designs for EMR natural timestamp-

ing. Section 4 presents a low-cost implementation of the proposed

technique, and discusses benchmark results that guide the se�ings

of several important parameters of the natural timestamping algo-

rithm. Section 5 presents the results of extensive experiments con-

ducted at the �ve sites. Section 6 discusses applications of EMR

natural timestamping. Section 7 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 ENF Fluctuations and Powerline EMR

In an ac power grid, the ENF is regulated at a nominal value (50 or

60Hz) by a grid-wide centralized control system [26]. ENF has the

following two properties from power engineering [26]. First, at

any given time instant, the ENF is almost identical across all loca-

tions within a geographical region (e.g., building, factory, or city).

Second, as the load of a power grid is a random process, the ENF

regulated by the centralized control system is also a random pro-

cess. We note that distributed generation is increasingly connected

to the power grid. �e ac electricity locally generated must be syn-

chronized precisely both in frequency and phase with the power

grid. �us, the local power injection back to the power grid will not

a�ect the above two properties. Fig. 1 shows the per-second ENF

measurements during one hour collected by two high-precision

voltage sensors connected to the wall power outlets at two loca-

tions 12 km apart in our city. We can see that i) the ENF �uctuates

by less than 0.1Hz, and ii) the �uctuations are identical at the two

locations. �us, it is possible to match a short segment of ENF

trace collected at a location against a long ENF trace collected at

the other location. �e best match point indicates a common time

instant when the two nodes obtain their respective ENF samples.
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Figure 1: Per-second ENF measured at two locations 12km

apart in a city. Mean error: 0.1mHz; RMSE: 0.2mHz.

Ac powerlines and electrical appliances can emit EMR that os-

cillates at the same rate as the ENF. Fig. 2(a) shows the ac volt-

age signal collected by a high-precision voltage sensor from a wall

power outlet and the EMR signal recorded by another sensor. �e

two sensors are located in the same building. We can see that the

EMR signal is not an ideal sinusoid. Moreover, the EMR signal

has a phase lag compared with the ac voltage signal collected from

the power grid directly. Fig. 2(b) shows the ENF traces estimated

from the cycle lengths of the ac voltage and the EMR signal, respec-

tively. �e EMR-based ENF �uctuates around the actual ENF by up

to 2Hz, signi�cantly exceeding the peak �uctuation of the actual

ENF on the order of 0.1Hz, as shown in Fig. 1. �e key question

we ask in this paper is whether the noisy EMR data contains ENF

natural timestamps at su�cient time accuracy.

2.2 Related Work

EMR can generate interference in the circuits of audio and video

recorders. Fluorescent lights, which �icker at a frequency twice

that of ENF, can also generate ENF-related visual interference to

video cameras. �us, multimedia recordings o�en contain infor-

mation related to ENF �uctuations. �is property has been used

in forensic applications [10, 13, 14, 24]. For instance, it is possi-

ble to authenticate the recording time of an audio/video clip by

matching an ENF trace extracted from the clip against a histori-

cal ENF database recorded directly from the power grid. Di�erent

from these forensic studies that focus on extracting the passively

recovered ENF traces from multimedia �les, we focus on devel-

oping a lightweight approach for wireless sensors to actively cap-

ture EMR and push the accuracy limit, using low-cost hardware, of

the global time information contained in the captured EMR data.

Based on our results, various applications besides forensics can be

developed, such as those discussed in Section 6 of this paper.

EMR and �uorescent light �ickering have been exploited for

clock calibration for WSNs and mobile devices. Rowe et al. [23]

design a mote peripheral to receive EMR and calibrate the clocks

of motes based on the detected ac cycles. Li et al. [19] leverage �u-

orescent light �ickering to calibrate the clocks of nodes equipped

with light sensors. �eir approach [19] requires �uorescent light-

ing, which may not be available everywhere. Our work is funda-

mentally di�erent from these two prior studies [19, 23]. �e ap-

proaches in [19, 23] leverage the periodicity of EMR or �uorescent

�ickering to achieve clock calibration, which ensures that di�erent

clocks advance at the same speed. In contrast, our natural times-

tamping approach exploits the global time information encoded in
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Figure 2: Ac voltage and EMR data.

the grid-wide imperfections of the EMR’s periodicity. During the

natural timestamping phase, no packets are transmi�ed. �e natu-

ral timestamps of two nodes are exchanged only when they need

to establish CNoT.

Besides the above ENF-based clock calibration [19, 23], AM/FM

radios [7, 18] andWi-Fi beacons [16] have been exploited for clock

synchronization and calibration. (Di�erent from clock calibration,

clock synchronization regulates the clocks to have the same value.)

�e approaches based on AM/FM radios [7, 18] need sophisticated

radio receiver circuits to extract the time broadcasts. In contrast,

our approach requires simple EMR reception devices only, such as

a normal conductor wire. �e approach based on Wi-Fi beacons

is applicable to a local area. In contrast, our approach can be used

across a geographic region served by the same power grid (e.g., a

city area as evaluated in this paper).

Natural timestamping has been studied for a few other sens-

ing modalities including seismic [20] and sunlight [15]. Lukac et

al. [20] use microseisms received by seismic sensors and a micro-

seism model to recover the timestamps of the data captured by the

sensors with faulty clocks. However, their approach is developed

speci�cally for seismic sensors. Gupchup et al. [15] exploit the

cyclic pa�ern of sunlight to recover timestamps. However, their

approach can achieve minutes accuracy only. Moreover, their ap-

proach is not applicable for indoor environments without sunlight.

As discussed in Section 1, this paper extends the applicability

of the ENF natural timestamping from grid-connected nodes, as

demonstrated in prior work [25], to nodes that are not connected

directly to the grid. �e approach in [25] uses a sequence of the

cycle lengths of ac voltage as the natural timestamp. In this paper,

we use the average frequency over multiple EMR cycles as the nat-

ural timestamp. �is di�erent design is due to the noisy nature of

the EMR as shown in Section 2.1. Moreover, to further reduce the

impact of noises, we employ an EMR conditioning algorithm that

can be e�ciently executed on resource-constrained platforms.
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Figure 3: Illustration of an EMR natural timestamping sys-

tem.

3 EMR NATURAL TIMESTAMPING

�is section presents the hardware and algorithms for validating

the EMR natural timestamping.

3.1 Hardware

We use three types of natural timestamping hardware devices in

this paper, i.e., Raspberry Pi (RPi) [1] based EMR sensors, Zoler-

tia Z1 motes [6], and an ENF database node. �e RPi-based node

has a dedicated EMR sensor and samples the EMR signal at up to

44.1 kHz. �e Z1 mote uses a normal conductor wire as the EMR

antenna and samples at sub-kHz such that the EMR data can be

processed in real time given the Z1’s limited processing capabil-

ity. �us, the RPi-based sensor and Z1 mote represent high-end

and low-end sensors, respectively. �e results obtained on the two

platforms o�er important insights into how hardware and process-

ing capability may impact the e�ectiveness of natural timestamp-

ing. �e ENF database node, synchronized to global time, uses

a high-precision ENF sensor to record ground-truth ENF data di-

rectly from a wall power outlet. As we will discuss later (Sec-

tion 3.3), the ground-truth ENF data is used to decode the EMRnat-

ural timestamps captured by the RPi-based sensors and Z1 motes

into global time. Fig. 3 illustrates a simple EMR natural timestamp-

ing system, in which an EMR sensor transmits a natural timestamp

to the database node and the database node decodes it and sends

back the global time at which the natural timestamp was captured.

�e database node can serve mulitple EMR sensors.

3.1.1 RPi-based EMR sensor. Fig. 4(a) shows the schematics of

the proposed EMR sensor. It shares a similar design as the one in

[23]. Speci�cally, it includes an analog front-end (AFE) and an LC

antenna consisting of a 470mH coil inductor and a 22 µF capacitor.

�e inductor generates currents in the EMR’s changing magnetic

�eld. �rough impedance matching by the capacitor, the LC cir-

cuit’s theoretic resonant frequency is 49.49Hz, which is very close

to the nominal ENF of 50Hz in our region. �us, we expect good

EMR reception. We also tested other combinations of candidate

inductors and capacitors that produce theoretic resonant frequen-

cies close to 50Hz. However, compared with the 470mH and 22 µF

combination, the other combinations gave inferior EMR reception,

potentially due to their larger resistance that leads to actual reso-

nant frequencies di�erent from 50Hz.

�e output of the LC circuit is processed by the AFE to adapt

to a sampling board. Speci�cally, the signal is ampli�ed by a two-

stage ampli�cation circuit. �e �rst stage is by an instrumentation

ampli�er INA126P that gives an open-loop gain of 4,450. �e sec-

ond stage, based on an operational ampli�er LM124J, gives a gain

of about 21. Two high-pass �lters are applied a�er the two ampli-

�ers respectively to remove the direct current (dc) component. �e

output of the AFE swings within [−1V,1V].
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(a) Schematics of the RPi-based EMR sensor.
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Figure 4: EMR capture devices.

We use a Cirrus Logic audio card mounted on the RPi to sample

the output of the AFE. �is audio card provides a 24-bit resolution

and up to a 192 kHz sampling rate, both of which are much higher

than that of other o�-the-shelf analog-to-digital converter (ADC)

boards for RPi. �e output of the AFE is wired to the line-in port

of the audio card. �e RPi runs Raspbian OS. In our experiments,

we con�gure the audio card to operate at 16-bit resolution, and

44.1 kHz or 8 kHz sampling rate. As the audio card sampling in-

troduces a 4% CPU utilization only, we do not observe signi�cant

ji�ers in the sampling. �e RPi uses NTP [4] to synchronize its

clock with a local stratum-1 time server equipped with a GPS re-

ceiver. From NTP’s status report, the RPi’s synchronization error

is around one millisecond. With the synchronized clock, the RPi

adds Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) timestamps to the EMR

measurements. �e UTC timestamps are used as ground truth to

evaluate the error of the time information derived from the ENF

�uctuations. �e whole setup is powered by a high-capacity dc

power bank to make sure that the node senses EMR only, rather

than ac voltage leaked from an ac/dc power supply unit.

3.1.2 Z1mote. �eZ1mote [6] is equippedwith anMSP430mi-

crocontroller (MCU). It has two Phidgets sensor ports connected to

several ADC pins of the MCU. �e Z1 mote runs TinyOS 2.1.2. As

shown in Fig. 4(b), we connect a normal conductor wire to a pin

in a Phidgets port and use the MCU’s ADC to sample the electric

potential generated by the EMR on the wire. Such a con�guration

minimizes the use of extra hardware. In addition, the power con-

sumption of capturing EMR is merely the MCU’s power in sam-

pling and processing the signal. In applications of EMR natural

timestamping, the EMR data is typically collected for a short du-

ration infrequently or on an on-demand basis. �ese applications

will introduce li�le power consumption. �e simplicity of the EMR

reception device and the low power footprint can foster the adop-

tion of EMR natural timestamping in WSN and IoT systems.

To facilitate evaluation, we connect the Z1 mote to an RPi via a

USB cable for power supply and data storage. �e RPi is powered

by a dc power bank and synchronized with the aforementioned

local stratum-1 time server. Once an ENFmeasurement is available,

the Z1 mote sends it over the USB cable to the RPi for ground-truth

UTC timestamping. Note that in real applications, the RPi is not

needed.
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3.1.3 ENF database node. �eENF database node consists of an

ENF capture device connected to a wall power outlet and an RPi

equipped with an Adafruit GPS receiver for UTC synchronization.

�e ENF capture device uses an ac/ac transformer to step down

the 220V ac voltage and a signal processing circuit to condition

the signal and generate interrupts upon zero crossings of the ac

voltage to an MCU. �e MCU uses a hardware timer running at

8.4MHz to measure the time periods between consecutive inter-

rupts, i.e., the cycle lengths of the ac voltage. �e MCU streams

the measurements to the RPi for UTC timestamping. �e times-

tamped ac cycle length measurements are further streamed to a

server for long-term storage. �e ac cycle length measurements

can be easily translated to ENF measurements. Our ENF capture

device provides a resolution of 0.3mHz for measuring the ENF.

From ourmeasurements usingmultiple database nodes distributed

in our city, the recorded ENFs across the city are almost identi-

cal with a mean error of 0.1mHz. �us, for our experiments con-

ducted in the city, a single ENF database node su�ces. We leave the

problem of how to deploy ENF database nodes for an IoT system

distributed in a large-scale (e.g., state-scale) power grid to future

work.

3.2 ENF Extraction

�is section presents the algorithm for extracting the ENF trace

from the EMR measurements. �is algorithm will be used by the

RPi-based EMR sensor and the Z1 mote. We adopt a time-domain

approach to detect the zero crossings of the near-sinusoidal EMR

signal. From our result, this approach can achieve a precision of a

few mHz in estimating an ENF value based on EMRmeasurements

over one second. Alternatively, a frequency-domain approach can

apply the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the EMR measurements

and then �nd the principal frequency as the ENF. However, as FFT

needs x seconds of data to generate an ENF estimate with a reso-

lution of 1/x Hz, it will need more than 16 minutes of EMR data to

achieve a 1mHz resolution. �us, the FFT approach cannot track

the ENF �uctuations at sub-second time resolutions that are criti-

cal for natural timestamping.

With the detected zero crossings, we use a sliding window ap-

proach to compute the ENF trace. Speci�cally, for each window

consisting of K ac cycles, an ENF measurement is computed as

f = K
∑
K

i=1 ti
, where ti is the time duration of the ith ac cycle that is

timed by the RPi’s or Z1’s local clock. �e window slides by one

ac cycle each time. A larger se�ing of K reduces the noise of f due

to the averaging, but also reduces the sensitivity to ENF changes.

In Section 4, we will evaluate its se�ing to achieve the best over-

all accuracy of the natural timestamping. Robust detection of zero

crossings is a key to the success of the time-domain approach for

extracting ENF. However, this task is non-trivial, due to primarily

considerable noises in the EMR signal. In the rest of this section,

we �rstly discuss the challenges of this task and then propose a

band-pass �ltering approach as solution.

3.2.1 Challenges of zero crossing detection. EMR signal o�en

contains both high- and low-frequency noises. A hardware band-

pass �lter with a steep passband boundary is o�en complicated.

Moreover, the Z1 mote has no circuits to condition the EMR signal.

�us, it is important to remove the noises in so�ware.
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Figure 5: Challenges of zero crossing detection in noisy EMR

signal, and e�ectiveness of BPF.

We use real signals captured by an RPi-based EMR sensor to il-

lustrate the challenges. �e solid curve in Fig. 5(a) shows the EMR

signal obtained by the EMR sensor shown in Fig. 4(a). We can

see that the near-sinusoidal signal has many high-frequency spurs

that can lead to false zero crossing detection. For instance, Fig. 5(b)

shows a zoomed-in view of the time duration within the two ver-

tical lines in Fig. 5(a). �e signal staggers around zero, leading

to repeated zero crossing detection if no special signal processing

step is used to deal with this issue. A dead-zone approach could

suppress the repeated detection. Speci�cally, it will not report

successive zero crossings within a dead zone of several millisec-

onds a�er a detection. However, this approach will lead to missed

detection in the presence of low-frequency noises, such as those

caused by nearby human movements. In Fig. 5(d), from the 3000th

to the 6000th samples, the EMR sensor experiences a transient low-

frequency disturbance and the signal barely crosses the zero line.

Because of the dead zone, the detector misses a zero crossing.

�e �rst two sub�gures of Fig. 6 show the results of the dead-

zone approach. When the dead zone is set to be 3ms, the approach

generates repeated zero crossings due to high-frequency noises.

�us, the estimated ENF can be a few Hz higher than the ground-

truth ENF. When the dead zone is set to be 5ms, although the ap-

proach generates fewer repeated zero crossings, it will miss more

actual zero crossings. As a result, the approach yields many wrong

ENFmeasurements that are several Hz lower than the ground truth.
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Figure 6: Comparison between the dead-zone approach and

our BPF-based approach (sliding window size K = 50).

�e above results illustrate that the dead-zone approach cannot

e�ectively eliminate false positives and negatives simultaneously.

Although the dead zone can be �ne tuned and more heuristic rules

can be added to reduce false positives/negatives, the performance

of the tuning and piecemeal heuristics tend to be data dependent.

A sharp approach that directly addresses the root cause of the high-

/low-frequency noises is desirable.

In [23], a phase-locked loop (PLL) is used to deal with the zero

crossing ji�ers andmisses due to low-frequency disturbances. How-

ever, the objective of the PLL is to generate an extremely stable

periodic signal driven by EMR to calibrate the mote’s clock, which

is di�erent from our objective of tracking ENF �uctuations at �ne

time resolutions. Although the parameters of the PLL can be tuned

to reduce its convergence time and improve tracking performance,

the stability of the PLL will be worsened due to its closed-loop na-

ture.

3.2.2 Band-pass filtering. �e results in Section 3.2.1 clearly sug-

gest the necessity of conditioning the EMR signal to remove the

high-/low-frequency noises simultaneously. To this end, we apply

a 5th-order/6-tap in�nite impulse response (IIR) band-pass �lter

(BPF) that gives steep boundaries of the passband. We use Scipy’s

IIR design tool to choose the �lter parameters to give a passband of

[45Hz,55Hz]. �en, we implement the �lter in C and nesC for the

RPi-based EMR sensor and the Z1 mote, respectively. As shown

in Fig. 5(a) and 5(c), the �ltered signals represented by the dashed

curves are smooth and have clear zero crossings. In Fig. 5(d), dur-

ing the transient time period of the low-frequency disturbance, the

EMR signal is restored by the BPF. �e bo�om sub�gure of Fig. 6

shows the ENFmeasurements by our BPF-based approach. We can

see that our approach can well track the ground-truth ENF mea-

sured by the database node. �e mean error is 0.7mHz and the

root mean square error (RMSE) is 44mHz.

�e above results show the e�ectiveness of BPF in achieving

robust zero crossing detection. However, the implementation of

the IIR �lter on resource-constrained platforms such as Z1 mote

is di�cult, due to its compute complexity. �e implementation

challenges will be discussed in Section 4.2.

3.3 Natural Timestamp and Decoding

From the bo�om sub�gure of Fig. 6, the EMR sensors can track the

�uctuations of ENF. �is implies that it is possible to time-align an

ENF trace captured by an EMR sensor against an ENF trace cap-

tured by the database node. In other words, the database node can

“decode” the time during which the ENF trace was captured by the

EMR sensor. �us, we call a �nite-length ENF trace captured by

an EMR sensor a natural timestamp. �e process of identifying the

UTC time when the natural timestamp was captured is called de-

coding. �is section presents the decoding algorithm. Extensive

evaluation of the accuracy will be presented in Section 4 and Sec-

tion 5.

A natural timestamp, denoted by f , is a vector of n consecu-

tive ENF measurements by an EMR node. Let a vector g denote

a trace ofm consecutive ground-truth ENF measurements by the

database node. �e measurements in g are timestamped with UTC.

Moreover, the following condition needs to be satis�ed for natural

timestamp decoding:

Decoding condition C1: �e time duration of measuring f is

within the time duration of measuring g.

�e above condition can be veri�ed using an approach presented

in Section 6.2. �e decoding is tomatch f with a ground-truth natu-

ral timestamp within a window of size n in g using a dissimilarity

metric, e.g., RMSE. Speci�cally, by sliding the window within g,

the UTC timestamp of the �rst element of the window that yields

the minimum dissimilarity is identi�ed as the UTC time for the

�rst element of f . Formally, the index of the window that yields

the minimum dissimilarity is given by

i∗ = argmin
i ∈[1,m−n+1]

dissimilarity(f ,g[i : i + n − 1]), (1)

where g[i : i + n − 1] represents a vector consisting of the ith to

(i+n−1)th elements of g. �en, the decoding algorithm outputs the

UTC timestamp of g[i∗] for f[0]. �us, the time when f is captured

is known.

As discussed in Section 3.1, both the RPi-based EMR sensor and

the Z1 mote add UTC timestamps to the captured EMR measure-

ments for evaluation purpose. For a natural timestamp, the di�er-

ence between the decoded UTC time and the UTC time recorded

by the sensor is the decoding error. To understand the overall accu-

racy, we decode many natural timestamps from a long ENF trace

captured by an EMR sensor and present various statistics of the

decoding errors.

4 IMPLEMENTATION & BENCHMARK

�is section presents a set of benchmark experiments to guide the

se�ings of several important parameters of the natural timestamp-

ing. Extensive performance evaluation of the natural timestamp-

ing will be presented in Section 5.
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Figure 7: Mean decoding error vs. natural timestamp length

under di�erent K . Error bar represents standard deviation.

4.1 Timestamping Parameter Settings

Our natural timestamping approach presented in Section 3.2 has

three key parameters: the EMR signal sampling rate, the window

length K for estimating an ENF value, and the natural timestamp

length n. In this section, we extensively evaluate the impact of

their se�ings on the natural timestamping performance. We use

the RPi-based EMR sensor to collect a one-hour EMR data trace at a

sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. �e natural timestamps generated from

this data trace are decoded using a one-hour ground-truth ENF

trace collected by the database node. �e RPi-based EMR sensor

is deployed in an o�ce pantry with several electrical appliances;

the ENF database node is deployed in a workspace in the same

o�ce. �e decoding results under di�erent parameter se�ings are

presented below.

First, we jointly evaluate the se�ings ofK andn. Fig. 7 shows the

decoding error versus the natural timestamp length n under di�er-

ent se�ings ofK . To facilitate comparison, we translate the natural

timestamp length n to the time duration of the natural timestamp

and use it as the X -axis of Fig. 7. Under the se�ing K = 50 (i.e.,

each ENF value is computed from the EMR measurements in one

second), the average decoding errors are generally lower than or

comparable to those under other K se�ings. �us, in the rest of

this paper, we adopt K = 50 unless otherwise speci�ed. Under this

se�ing, when the natural timestamp length is 300 seconds, the av-

erage decoding error is 37ms only.

Second, we jointly evaluate the se�ings of sampling rate and

natural timestamp length. To simulate di�erent sampling rates,

we downsample the original EMR trace to 7.4 kHz, 3.7 kHz, and

0.7 kHz. Note that the 0.7 kHz and 3.7 kHz are the limits for the

Z1 to perform real-time and o�ine ENF extraction, respectively

(cf. Section 4.2). Fig. 8 shows box plots of the decoding errors

versus the timestamp length under various sampling rates. �e

sampling rates of 7.4 kHz and 3.7 kHz give similar decoding errors.

Compared with the results in Fig. 7, the decoding errors in Fig. 8

are generally higher due primarily to the reduced sampling rates,

which is consistent with intuition. Nevertheless, with a sampling

rate of 3.7 kHz and a timestamp length of 300 s, the average de-

coding error is 44ms, which is similar to the result in Fig. 7. If

the sampling rate is 0.7 kHz, the average decoding error is below

500ms when the timestamp length is larger than 300 s. �us, we
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Figure 8: Impact of sampling rate and timestamp length on

the RPi-based EMR sensor. Grey line representsmedian; red

square dot represents mean; box represents the (25%,75%)

range; upper/lower bar represents maximum/minimum.

can see that the node’s processing capability may limit the perfor-

mance of natural timestamping due to limited achievable sampling

rate.

In the �rst two plots of Fig. 8, when the natural timestamp length

is larger than 300 s, the decoding error increases with the natural

timestamp length. In the third plot of Fig. 8, the decoding error

decreases with the natural timestamp length. �is is because the

EMR sampling rate and timestamp length jointly a�ect the decod-

ing errors. When the EMR sampling rate is high, the sensor can

capture many random noises in EMR. �us, a longer timestamp

will likely include more noises and potentially increase the decod-

ing errors. �is understanding is consistent with the observation

from the �rst two plots, where the sampling rate is relatively high

(7.4 kHz and 3.7 kHz). When the sampling rate is relatively low

(e.g., 0.7 kHz in the third plot), a longer timestamp generally re-

sults in smaller decoding errors.

4.2 Z1 Implementation and Benchmark

�is section presents preliminary benchmark experiments conducted

on a Z1 mote deployed in an o�ce pantry to understand its natu-

ral timestamping capability. �e �rst set of experiments speci�-

cally evaluates the �delity of the EMR signal captured by the Z1’s

simple EMR reception device. �e Z1mote transmits the EMRmea-

surements directly to the a�ached RPi through the USB cable. �e

Z1 mote adopts the maximum sampling rate of 3.7 kHz that can

be supported by the UART interface. Fig. 9 shows a one-hour ENF

trace computed from the EMRmeasurements captured by themote.

We can see that the ENF trace consists of discrete values, with a

resolution of about 13mHz. �is is because of the limited sam-

pling rate.1 Nevertheless, the Z1 mote’s ENF trace well tracks the

ground-truth ENF trace. Fig. 10(a) shows a box plot of the decod-

ing errors under various natural timestamp lengths. By comparing

Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 8, the Z1 mote generally yields larger decoding

errors. �is is expected, since the Z1mote uses a normal conductor

wire for capturing the EMR. Nevertheless, the Z1 mote still gives

sub-second average decoding errors.

1With a sampling rate of 3.7 kHz, a zero-crossing detection error of one EMR sample
leads to an ENF estimation error of 660mHz. �e averaging in each sliding window
reduces the error to 13mHz.
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Figure 9: ENF trace computed based on EMRmeasurements

captured by Z1 mote. Sampling rate is 3.7kHz.
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Figure 10: Impact of sampling rate and timestamp length on

the timestamping performance of Z1 mote.

�e second set of experiments evaluates the impact of the Z1’s

limited processing capability on the natural timestamping perfor-

mance. We have implemented the IIR BPF algorithm using nesC

on the Z1. By extracting the ENF trace in real time, the Z1 does not

need to store themassive EMR data. However, without special care

in implementing the IIR �lter, its high compute complexity may

greatly limit the mote’s ability to achieve a satisfactory sampling

rate. �e �lter needs many �oating-point multiplications that con-

sume a signi�cant number of MCU cycles. Our test shows that,

without code optimization, the Z1mote can sustain a sampling rate

of 90Hz only. To address this, we apply the Horner algorithm [2],

which implements �oating-point multiplication with integer oper-

ations. As a result, the Z1 mote can sustain real-time ENF extrac-

tion at a sampling rate of 0.7 kHz. Fig. 11 shows a one-hour ENF

trace estimated by the Z1 mote based on the EMR signals sampled

at 0.7 kHz. We can see that the ENF estimates are at discrete levels

with a low resolution, which is caused by the limited sampling rate

as discussed previously. It is interesting to understand whether

the low-resolution natural timestamps contain global time infor-

mation of satisfactory accuracy. Fig. 10(b) shows a box plot of the

decoding errors. �e decoding errors in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b)

are comparable. For some natural timestamp length se�ings (e.g.,

900 s), the decoding error in Fig. 10(b) is even lower than that in

Fig. 10(a). As the Z1 mote uses a simple conductor wire as the

EMR antenna, its measurements contain larger noises. �us, as

discussed in Section 4.1, a higher sampling rate in Fig. 10(a) may

result in the inclusion of more noises and increase the decoding

errors.
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Figure 11: ENF trace estimatedby the Z1mote based on EMR

signals sampled at 0.7kHz.

Table 1: Various sites for performance evaluation.

Site Description Distance from A.0

A o�ce building

A.0 database node

A.1 work space 9m

A.2 pantry 14m

B living room of Apartment I 10 km

C study room of Apartment II 12 km

D o�ce at Campus I 19 km

E o�ce at Campus II 24 km

�e above benchmark results show that the Z1mote can achieve

satisfactory natural timestamping performance.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

�is section presents an extensive set of experiments at �ve deploy-

ment sites conducted over long periods of time (up to one month)

to validate the EMR natural timestamping.

5.1 Deployments and Settings

We choose �ve sites, as summarized in Table 1, to evaluate the

natural timestamping performance. For each site, we deploy a RPi-

based EMR sensor and a Z1 mote. Note that we deploy a data-

base node at Site A. �e distances given in Table 1 are roughly

estimated Euclidean distances between each deployment site and

the database node. �e Sites A.1 and A.2 are two spaces in Site A.

At Site A.1, the nodes are placed on an occupied working desk

with a desktop computer, a laptop, and various chargers. Site A.2

is a pantry with various appliances including a fridge and a mi-

crowave. �e nodes are placed in a corner of the pantry. Site B

is the living room of an apartment. �e nodes are placed on a TV

stand. Site C is the study room of a di�erent apartment. �e nodes

are placed on a computer desk. Site D is an o�ce on a campus.

Site E is an open o�ce space on a di�erent campus. For evaluation

purpose, the nodes at Sites A.1, A.2, and E are synchronized with

local stratum-1 time servers equipped with GPS receivers; at the

other sites, due to di�culty of deploying GPS receivers, the nodes

are synchronized with Internet time servers in our city.

For the RPi-based sensor and the Z1 mote, the sampling rates

are 8 kHz and 0.7 kHz, and the natural timestamp lengths are 300 s

and 600 s, respectively. A one-hour ENF trace that is recorded by
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Figure 12: Distribution of decoding errors of RPi-based EMR

sensor at Site A.2 and Site B. Histogram bin width is 2ms.

Table 2: Decoding error statistics at various sites.

Site RPi-based EMR sensor Z1 mote

median 95th percentile median 95th percentile

(ms) (ms) (ms) (ms)

A.1 59 204 150 786

A.2 40 128 146 499

B 82 357 165 580

C 56 138 142 523

D 37 136 160 542

E 59 240 220 780

the database node and satis�es the decoding condition C1 is used

for natural timestamp decoding.

5.2 Evaluation Results

5.2.1 Performance evaluation at various sites. Fig. 12 shows the

distribution of the decoding errors of the RPi-based EMR sensor

at Site A.2 and Site B over eight days. As discussed in Section 3.2,

we slide the window by an ac cycle each time to compute an ENF

value. �us, ideally, the decoding error should also be a multiple

of the ac cycle. From Fig. 12, the decoding error clusters are indeed

centered at multiples of the ac cycle 20ms. As the EMR signal is

also a�ected by the environment, we can see that the decoding er-

rors are also distributed around the multiples of 20ms. At Site A.2,

a majority of the decoding errors are below 2ms and all the de-

coding errors are below 298ms. Site B gives a di�erent decoding

error distribution, with the highest bar at around 60ms. �is is be-

cause the deployment position at Site B gives a weaker EMR signal

strength.

Table 2 summarizes the medians and 95th percentiles of the RPi-

based EMR sensor and the Z1 mote at the di�erent deployment

sites. For the RPi-based EMR sensor, the median decoding error

ranges from 37ms to 82ms and the 95th percentile is below 357ms.

Due to the simple EMR antenna and limited sampling rate, the Z1

mote yields higher decoding errors. �e median is from 142ms to

220ms and the 95th percentile is below 786ms. �e results show
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Figure 13: Decoding errors in one month. Each error bar is

computed based on the decoding errors in the same time slot

of the 30 days. Error bar represents standard deviation.

that the EMR natural timestamping works well in various environ-

ments, when the distance between an EMR sensor and the database

node is up to 24 km. �is set of experiments validates the applica-

bility of the EMR natural timestamping for city-scale WSN and IoT

systems.

5.2.2 One-month evaluation. We deploy two RPi-based EMR

sensors at Site A.2 and Site B for one month. Fig. 13 shows the

error bars of the decoding errors in di�erent time slots at the two

deployment sites. At the two sites, the average decoding errors

are around 50ms and 150ms, respectively. Larger decoding errors

are observed when human activities and electrical appliance usage

increase. �e one-month deployments at the two sites show that

the timestamping approach can work reliably over long periods of

time.

5.2.3 Impact of deployment position. �e EMR signal a�enu-

ates with physical distance and it can be a�ected by the operations

of nearby electrical appliances. In this set of experiments, we de-

ploy the RPi-based EMR sensor at di�erent spots at Site B, which

is a real home environment. �e triangles in Fig. 14 represent the

deployment spots. At each spot, the sensor collects the EMR trace

for one hour. �e rectangle labels in Fig. 14 show the median de-

coding errors at di�erent deployment spots. We can see that the

decoding errors vary with the deployment spots, from 62ms to

338ms. From more extensive measurements in the apartment, the

RPi-based sensor can always receive a salient EMR signal for nat-

ural timestamping.

We also conduct a set of experiments to evaluate the impact

of distance from powerlines on the decoding errors. As shown in

Fig. 14, we increase the distance of the EMR sensor from a TV stand

in the living room up to 1.8m. We choose the TV stand because

it contains a collection of power cords that supplies a TV, a table

fan, and a Wi-Fi router. �e rectangular labels at the right bo�om

of Fig. 14 show the median decoding errors at di�erent distances

from the TV stand. As the EMR signal strength a�enuates with dis-

tance, the zero-crossing detection will be more likely a�ected by

environmental disturbances. �us, from Fig. 14, we can see that

the decoding error increases with the distance. In the center of the

living room, which is likely the farthest position from the power-

lines in the home, the median decoding error is 280ms.

We also evaluate the performance of the Z1 mote in the apart-

ment. Fig. 15 shows the median decoding error versus the strength
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Figure 15: Z1’s decoding error vs. EMR signal strength.

of the EMR signal received by theZ1mote, where the signal strength

is measured by the ratio of the root mean square of the raw EMR

signal to the full scale of the Z1’s ADC. When the signal strength is

3% only, themedian decoding error remains at about 150ms. When

the signal strength reduces to 1.2% and below, the decoding gives

large errors. From these results, the wireless sensor platformswith

very simple EMR reception devices, like the conductor wire used

by the Z1 mote in this paper, are suitable for deployments close to

powerlines and industrial systems that o�en produce considerably

strong EMR.

5.2.4 Storage volume constraint. As discussed in Section 3.2, we

adopt a sliding window approach to compute the ENF trace. �us,
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Figure 16: Decoding errors of Z1 under the sliding andneigh-

boring approaches. Error bar represents standard deviation.

an ENF value is generated every 20ms. As a result, a natural times-

tamp of 600 s will need 60 kByte storage, which may impose too

much storage overhead on resource-constrained nodes. Alterna-

tively, we can adopt a neighboring window approach to compute

the ENF trace. When the window size is set to be one second, a

natural timestamp of 600 s uses 1.2 kByte storage only. However,

the time resolution of the decoding will increase from 20ms to

1 s. Fig. 16 shows the decoding errors for the natural timestamps

generated by the sliding and neighboring window approaches in

a one-day experiment. �e neighboring window approach yields

doubled decoding errors, compared with the sliding window ap-

proach. �is experiment shows the trade-o� between the storage

overhead and the natural timestamping accuracy.

6 APPLICATIONS

Based on understanding on the time accuracy of EMRnatural times-

tamps, this section discusses two applications.

6.1 Time Recovery

In the following two scenarios, EMR natural timestamping is a use-

ful method to recover the global time of critical sensor data and

system logs.

Network-free data loggers. In various one-o� deployments

of data loggers found in diagnostic applications, it can be

tedious to set up a communication network for logistic

reasons. With EMR natural timestamping, the sensor data

timestamps based on its local clock can be recti�ed using

EMR natural timestamps in o�ine data analysis. Specif-

ically, at run time, the logger captures an EMR natural

timestamp periodically, and adds a local clock timestamp.

In the o�ine data analysis, the o�set of the local clock can

be identi�ed by decoding the EMR natural timestamps. As

a result, the sensor data timestamps can be recti�ed us-

ing the identi�ed clock o�sets. �e period of capturing

an EMR natural timestamp can be set to make the local

clock dri� in the period to be commensurate with the in-

accuracy of EMR natural timestamping. Typical crystal

oscillators found in MCUs and personal computers have

dri� rates of 30 to 50 ppm [16]. �us, the period can be set

to be one hour such that the clock dri� is below 180ms
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within this period, commensurate with the decoding er-

rors in Table 2. As a natural timestamp takes �ve minutes

of sampling time, it introduces li�le overhead.

System outages. Various system outages (e.g., loss of com-

munication network and failure of centralized time servers)

may signi�cantly degrade the synchronism of nodes in the

system. Using the same approach described for network-

free data loggers, the timestamps of the critical system

logs can be recti�ed in a post-outage analysis.

We note that network unavailability presents the key challenge

to accurate time keeping and timestamping in the above two sce-

narios. �e nodes’ local clocks based on crystal keep dri�ing from

the global time. �us, the on-chip logging approach cannot guaran-

tee bounded timestamping errors. Other state-of-the-art approaches

include [10, 13, 14, 20, 24]. However, the approach in [20] is de-

veloped speci�cally for seismic sensors. �e forensic approaches

in [10, 13, 14, 24] are for multimedia recorders, which are gener-

ally unsuitable for resource-constrained nodes. Moreover, they can

achieve seconds accuracy only. In contrast, EMR is widely avail-

able in civil infrastructures and can be easily captured using simple

devices. Moreover, our EMR-based approach provides sub-second

accuracy.

6.2 Run-Time Clock Veri�cation

Anetwork nodemay lose clock synchronization because of various

unexpected reasons, e.g., hardware clock faults, transient power

failures, operating system faults, blocked NTP tra�c due to �re-

wall miscon�guration, etc. �is has been a practical concern for

real systems. For instance, in a two-year deployment of 100 seis-

mic sensors, each equipped with a GPS receiver for clock synchro-

nization, up to 7% of the collected data has time o�sets ranging

from tens of seconds to 3,000 seconds [20]. EMR natural times-

tamping provides a promising tool for verifying the integrity of

network nodes’ clocks at run time. Speci�cally, a node can reply

to a clock veri�cation request with a natural timestamp together

with its clock value when the natural timestamp is sampled. Once

the natural timestamp is decoded, the clock value can be veri�ed.

Our approach gives high con�dence in the veri�cation, because it

is not a�ected by network transmission delays.

As discussed in Section 3.3, we use a �nite-length ENF trace

collected by the database node to decode a natural timestamp. A

practical issue is how to determine whether the decoding condi-

tion C1 presented in Section 3.3 is satis�ed or not, given that the

clock value from the node in question may be wrong. We now

present an approach to verify this condition. Speci�cally, from the

ENF database, we choose an ENF trace of su�cient length and cen-

tered at the claimed clock value of the natural timestamp. We slide

a window within the natural timestamp to generate a total of J

sub-natural timestamps, as illustrated in Fig. 17. �en, we decode

each sub-natural timestamp against the chosen ENF database trace.

Let i∗j denote the decoding result for the jth sub-natural timestamp

using the algorithm in Eq. (1). For the jth sub-natural timestamp

where j ∈ [1, J ], we de�ne (i∗j − j) as its decoding o�set. If the decod-

ing condition C1 is true and there are no errors in decoding each

sub-natural timestamp, the decoding o�sets of all the sub-natural

timestamps should be a constant. If the decoding condition C1 is

...

ENF database trace

n������ ���	
����


�s n������

timestamps

...

Figure 17: Divide a natural timestamp to sub-natural times-

tamps to verify the decoding condition C1.
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Figure 18: PDF of decoding o�sets when the decoding condi-

tion is false (le� �gure) and true (right �gure), respectively.

false due to say wrong clock value of the node in question, the de-

coding o�sets will be likely spread out. To address errors in decod-

ing the sub-natural timestamps, we construct a discrete probability

density function (PDF) of the decoding o�sets. If a signi�cant peak

can be found in the PDF, the decoding condition C1 is considered

true. For instance, Fig. 18 shows the discrete PDF when the decod-

ing condition C1 is false and true, respectively. In our experiments,

if the highest peak in the PDF is at least three times higher than

the second highest peak, the decoding condition C1 is considered

true.

We evaluate the true/false positive rates, accuracy, precision,

and recall of the above approach in determining the decoding con-

dition C1. Speci�cally, in each test for evaluating the true/false

positive rate, we randomly choose a natural timestamp captured

by an EMR sensor and a 660-second ENF database trace that sat-

is�es/violates the decoding condition C1 from a one-week dataset.

A true positive is a positive test result when the decoding condi-

tion C1 is true; a false positive is a positive test result when the

decoding condition C1 is false. We can de�ne true negative and

false negative accordingly. We follow convention [9] in calculating

the true/false positive rates, accuracy, precision, and recall. �e re-

sults are shown in Table 3. From the table, for the RPi-based EMR

sensor, when the natural timestamp length is 200 s or longer, our

approach is extremely accurate in determining the decoding con-

dition C1. For the Z1 mote, our approach can also achieve a high

accuracy.

If C1 is veri�ed to be false, the node in question does not pass the

clock integrity veri�cation; otherwise, we can decode the natural

timestamp to obtain the clock o�set of the node and determine

whether its clock is wrong or not.
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Table 3: Measured true positive rate, false positive rate, accuracy, precision, and recall in verifying the decoding condition C1.

Natrual RPi-based EMR sensor Z1 mote

timestamp True False Accuracy Precision Recall True False Accuracy Precision Recall

length (s) positive positive positive positive

60 83.3% 1.0% 91.1% 98.8% 83.3% 17.4% 0.6% 58.4% 96.6% 17.4%

100 97.1% 0.0% 98.6% 100.0% 97.1% 37.1% 0.9% 68.1% 97.6% 37.1%

200 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 69.3% 0.0% 84.7% 100.0% 69.3%

300 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 85.7% 0.6% 92.6% 99.3% 85.7%

600 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 97.3% 0.3% 98.5% 99.7% 97.3%

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

�is paper answered in the a�rmative the question of whether

powerline EMRwill produce continuous ENF �uctuations that give

an accurate and robust �ngerprint indicative of time. We called

this �ngerfrint a natural timestamp. We designed a signal process-

ing pipeline for extracting reliably an ENF trace from o�en weak

and noisy EMR wireless signals. We implemented the proposed

system on two common sensor platforms that contrast in cost and

available nodal resources. By extensive measurements at �ve de-

ployment sites in a city, we validated that the EMR provides natu-

ral timestamps with median time errors down to 50ms. Based on

the results, we discussed two practical applications of EMR natural

timestamping, namely time recovery and run-time clock veri�ca-

tion.

�e work in [25] uses ENF natural timestamps to solve a long-

standing threat of packet delay a�ack [22] that manipulates the

transmission times of synchronization packets to degrade the per-

formance of NTP-like synchronization protocols. �e approach in

[25] can likewise use the EMR natural timestamps to counter the

threat for nodes that are not connected to the power grid directly.

However, the security of the EMR signal itself needs further inves-

tigation, e.g., whether it is feasible to remotely jam and/or interfere

with the EMR signals received by the sensors. If so, how robust the

EMR-based clock synchronization is under di�erent levels of mali-

cious jamming and interference. �ese are interesting subjects for

future work.
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